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Many-body unitary dynamics interspersed with repeated measurements display a rich phe-
nomenology hallmarked by measurement-induced phase transitions. Employing feedback-control
operations that steer the dynamics toward an absorbing state, we study the entanglement entropy
behavior at the absorbing state phase transition. For short-range control operations, we observe a
transition between phases with distinct sub-extensive scalings of entanglement entropy. In contrast,
the system undergoes a transition between volume-law and area-law phases for long-range feedback
operations. The fluctuations of entanglement entropy and of the order parameter of the absorbing
state transition are fully coupled for sufficiently strongly entangling feedback operations. In that
case, entanglement entropy inherits the universal dynamics of the absorbing state transition. This
is, however, not the case for arbitrary control operations, and the two transitions are generally
distinct. We quantitatively support our results by introducing a framework based on stabilizer
circuits with classical flag labels. Our results shed new light on the problem of observability of
measurement-induced phase transitions.

Introduction. The technological surge in quantum
simulators [1] and devices [2, 3] motivated the inves-
tigation of how monitoring affects the otherwise unitary
quantum dynamics. Repeated measurements enrich the
evolution of many-body systems introducing non-unitary
effects [4–10], including the celebrated measurement-
induced phase transitions (MIPTs) [11–15]. These criti-
cal phenomena leave fingerprints on non-linear functions
of quantum trajectories but are unobservable on the aver-
age state level [16–22]. Extensive analytical and numer-
ical investigations [23–61], in particular on random cir-
cuits [62–83] and free fermion models [84–101], outlined
a phase diagram with a quantum error-correcting phase
and a quantum Zeno phase. To experimentally observe
a MIPT, one needs to perform measurements on a fixed
final state of the system. This requires a post-selection
of experimental data for a registry of measurements per-
formed throughout the system evolution. The registry
is exponentially large in the spatio-temporal volume of
the system, which leads to a problem of post-selection
that hinders the possibilities of experimental observation
of MIPTs. Apart from the brute-force experiment [102],
and fine-tuned setups [103–108], a systematic solution to
this problem is yet missing.

Feedback-control operations that condition the uni-
tary operations on the measurement results have been
recently proposed as a way of circumventing the post-
selection problem. Such operations induce non-trivial
dynamics of the average state that could be linked with
MIPT [109, 110]. However, this is not generally the
case, as either the control operations can suppress the
MIPT [111] or yield a distinct transition point [112, 113].
Thus, it is crucial to understand if and when the aver-
age dynamics can effectively encode the MIPT. Besides,
feedback-controlled monitored systems are a largely un-

Figure 1. (a) Quantum circuit consisting of measurement op-
erations (in grey), two-qubit unitary gates (in blue) preserving
the |↑↑〉 state, and control operations A(α), built from two-
body gates with range distributed according to a power-law
with an exponent α. (b) Dynamical phases of the circuit as
a function of α and the measurement rate p. In blue are the
critical points for the flagged Clifford circuits. (c) The entan-
glement entropy SA and the order parameter O = 1−ndef at
a time t = 4L indicate, for α = 3.5, the presence of a volume-
law, an area-law non-absorbing, and an area-law absorbing
phases. (d) For long-range interactions, α = 0.5, we observe
a direct transition between volume-law and area-law phases
that coincides with the absorbing state phase transition.

explored many-body framework [114] worthy of study
on its own due to their potential applications.
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This work demonstrates how feedback-control opera-
tions of variable range affect the dynamical phase dia-
gram of a monitored quantum circuit with an absorbing
stationary state. Using feedback-control, we show that
the system generally exhibits two distinct, critical points:
a MIPT and an absorbing state phase transition (APT).
Signatures of the APT are visible in the behavior of en-
tanglement entropy even when the control operations are
short-range. Upon increase of the range, the MIPT ap-
proaches the APT. Eventually, for sufficiently long-range
interactions, the two transitions coincide; see Fig. 1. The
entanglement entropy inherits the universal dynamical
behavior of the APT, provided the control operations do
not present additional symmetries and are sufficiently en-
tangling. In this case, the entanglement entropy reflects
the average state dynamics, undergoing a transition be-
tween phases with distinct sub-extensive scalings or a
volume-to-area-law transition, depending on the range
of control operations. Otherwise, the control operations
may act as a relevant operator (in the renormalization
group sense): then MIPT and APT belong to distinct
universality classes. We support these arguments by in-
troducing and numerically analyzing a class of stabilizer
circuits with feedback-control.
Variable-range feedback-control of measurement-

induced transitions. We consider a quantum circuit
on a 1D lattice, composed of interspersing layers of
feedback-control unitary operations A(α) and of projec-
tive measurements M of a complete set of commuting
local hermitian operators {Mi}. The parameter α
encodes the range of A(α), with α = 0 and α =∞
corresponding to all-to-all and short-range interactions,
respectively. The measurements act stochastically with
a rate p ∈ [0, 1]. Without feedback, the entangling
unitary operations compete with disentangling local
measurements. This yields an MIPT that is invisible
on the level of the average state ρave that remains
maximally mixed. The control operations condition the
unitary gates on the results of the measurements in such
a way that there exists an absorbing state |Ψabs〉, left
invariant by the circuit dynamics [110, 112, 113]. This
introduces non-trivial dynamics of ρave(t) as the system
eventually relaxes to the state ρave(∞) = |Ψabs〉 〈Ψabs|.

The timescale at which |Ψabs〉 is reached reveals a dy-
namic transition in the system. At small measurement
rates, p ' 0, the unitary evolution scrambles the degrees
of freedom, and the approach towards the absorbing state
starts at timescales exponentially large in the system size
L. In the opposite limit, p ' 1, the measurements steer
the dynamics towards |Ψabs〉, which is reached at times
independent of L. The system undergoes the APT, which
separates the two types of dynamical behavior at a mea-
surement rate p = pAPT

c . The MIPT between a volume-
law and an area-law (or sub-volume, power-law) phase
occurs at p = pMIPT

c . The absorbing state is left invari-
ant by the local measurements; hence it has, at most, an

Figure 2. Short-range control operations generate entangle-
ment locally between defects (a); long-range operations en-
tangle clusters of distant defects (b).

area-law entanglement. It follows that pMIPT
c ≤ pAPT

c .
In our setting, varying the range α of A(α) changes

the entanglement in the system. Still, it does not affect
the dynamics of ρave(t). This allows us to control and
investigate the entanglement at the APT.

Above the APT, at p > pAPT
c , the state of the sys-

tem |Ψt〉 approaches |Ψabs〉, which is a common eigen-
state of Mi with eigenvalues mi. Below and at the APT,
p ≤ pAPT

c , the state |Ψt〉 hosts a pattern of ordered do-
mains at which the local measurements yield results the
same as in |Ψabs〉: Mi |Ψt〉 = mi |Ψt〉, interlayered with
defect domains in which 〈Ψt|Mi |Ψt〉 6= mi, see Fig. 2.
The average density of defects ndef , determined solely by
ρave(t), allows tracking down the APT.

In our construction, the feedback-control unitary op-
erations A(α) act non-trivially only on the clusters of
defects and their immediate surrounding. Local uni-
tary operations (α =∞) can entangle only neighbor-
ing defects. Indeed, the probability of collisions of de-
fect domains is exponentially small in their separation.
Thus, |Ψt〉 is a product state of entangled defect clusters
and ordered domains. Such a state follows an area-law
since the entanglement is generated among the defects
of a cluster of typical size ξtyp. In this case, therefore,
pMIPT
c < pAPT

c . Conversely, long-range feedback-control
unitary operations (α→ 0) may correlate arbitrarily dis-
tant defects, generating extensive entanglement. In par-
ticular, a global unitary operation acting on the defects
will generate a volume-law entanglement entropy propor-
tional to ndef [115]. In that case, the APT separates a
state with volume-law entanglement from the area-law
entangled |ψabs〉, and thus pMIPT

c = pAPT
c . Hence, the

entanglement entropy dynamics reflects ρave(t) for any
α. Nevertheless, MIPT and APT may reveal equivalent
or different universal content depending on A(α). Below,
we provide examples where A(α) plays the role of an ir-
relevant field leading to coinciding critical exponents. We
also find setups for which A(α) is a relevant field.
Implementations on stabilizer circuits. To illustrate

the above ideas, we consider 1D stabilizer circuits, built
of Clifford unitary gates and projective measurements,
efficiently simulable using the Gottesmann-Knill theo-
rem [116–119]. We consider projective measurements
of the on-site magnetization, Mi ≡ Zi [120] and A(α)
built of two-body unitary gates. For convenience, we un-
pack the unitary and measurement layers as A(α)M =
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Figure 3. Average density of defects, ndef , (a), and average entanglement entropy S in the short-range (b) and long-range
regime (c) close to the APT. Darker colors reflect larger system sizes in the range L = 128÷ 1024, while the red dashed lines
indicate the DP universality. In (a), the bottom inset illustrates the development of the DP critical exponent δDP ' 0.1595(1),
while the top-right inset shows a data collapse with δn = 0.159(1), pc = pAPT

c = 0.6726(2) and ν‖ = 1.73(1). Similarly, (b) and
(c) present the behavior of δS(t) for an area-to-area and a volume-to-area transitions for subsystem size lX = 8, respectively. In
(b), the collapse is for δS = 0.16(1), pc = 0.6722(5) and ν‖ = 1.73(8). In (c), the critical values are δS = 0.16(1), pc = 0.672(1)

and ν‖ = 1.70(5). The top-left insets in (b) and (c) show the saturation value Ssat of S(t) for p < pAPT
c with lX . For α = 3.5,

Ssat becomes independent of lX (an area-law), whereas for α = 0.5, Ssat ∼ lX (a volume-law).

A(α)UeMeUoMo, with A(α) =
∏

(i,j)∈Iα Ui,j and Ue/o =∏
i∈e/o Ui,i+1, and Me/o =

∏
i∈e/o(P zi P

z
i+1)ri , see Fig. 1.

Here Ui,j are two body Clifford gates, Iα is a set of in-
dices, e,o denote the sets of even and odd lattice sites,
P zi is a projector on eigenstates of Zi, and ri = 1 with
probability p (otherwise ri = 0). Such a circuit structure
allows for a neat separation of MIPT and APT within
the short-range regime.

We fix |Ψabs〉 =
⊗

i | ↑i〉 as the absorbing state. To
that end, we require the unitary gates to act trivially on
| ↑↑〉 state. Two body Clifford gates that preserve this
state do not generate entanglement (i.e., do not create
Bell pairs) from eigenstates of Zi. To overcome this lim-
itation, we introduce a classical label, a flag, fi = 0, 1 for
each site. If fifj = 0, the Ui,j is randomly chosen from
the full Clifford group, and after its action, both fi and fj
are set to 0. Otherwise, i.e. when fi = fj = 1, the Ui,j is
an identity operation and fi/j remains untouched. Such
a feedback mechanism ensures that our stabilizer circuit
can generate extensive entanglement in the presence of
P zi , while preserving the |Ψabs〉 state. Initially, the state
of the system is

⊗
i | ↓i〉 and all fi = 0. After each mea-

surement, we set fi = 1 if the result is +1, in line with
|Ψabs〉, and put fi = 0 otherwise. The unitary gates are
organized into layers Ue/o of local gates and into a control
operation A(α). The set Iα consists of Nflag pairs (i, j)
drawn with probability P (r) ∼ 1/rα among the sites at
which fi = 0, where r = min{|i− j|, L− |i− j} (periodic
boundary conditions are assumed) with Nflag being the
number of sites at which fi = 0.

In [115], we prove that the dynamics of the average
state under our stabilizer circuit is independent of α and
fully captured by a probabilistic cellular automaton (sim-
ilarly to [113]), enabling an efficient simulation of the den-
sity of defects ndef =

∑L
i=1〈Ψt|(1− Zi)|Ψt〉/(2L). Addi-

tionally, we study the entanglement entropy [121, 122] de-
fined as S(t) = −tr(ρX log2 ρX) where ρX = trY |Ψt〉〈Ψt|
and X ∪ Y is a bipartition of the lattice.

Numerical results. Without feedback, MIPTs in the
presence of long-range interactions were studied in [123–
126]. Here, we analyze the phase diagram of the stabi-
lizer circuit with feedback-control, varying α and p. In
Fig. 3(a), we observe the APT reflected in dynamics of
ndef . For p = 0.66, ndef attains a non-zero stationary
value, whereas, for p = 0.69, ndef decays exponentially
in time. At p = 0.6726 we observe a power-law behavior
ndef(t) ∼ t−δDP with exponent δDP characteristic for the
direct percolation (DP) universality class [127]. We con-
sider δn(t) = logb(ndef(bt)/ndef(t)) [128] with b = 4, to
quantify ndef(t) at the APT. We find a plateau in δn(t)
at δDP that extends to longer times with increasing L;
see the lower inset in Fig. 3(a). To confirm the DP uni-
versality class of the dynamics, we show, in the upper
inset of Fig. 3(a), a collapse of ndeft

δDP as a function of
|p− pAPT

c |tν‖ , where pAPT
c = 0.6726(2) and ν‖ = 1.73(1).

We find that the entanglement entropy S(t) behaves
analogously for short-range interactions, α = 3.5, see
Fig. 3(b): S(t) saturates at p < pAPT

c , decays accord-
ing to a power-law at p ≈ pAPT

c and decays exponentially
in time for p > pAPT

c . Plotting δS(t) = logb(S(bt)/S(t)),
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Figure 4. (a) Times τ? of the start of decay to the absorbing
state at system size L. For p < pAPT

c , τ? is exponentially
diverging with L, whereas for p > pAPT

c it saturates with L.
(b) Exponent δS for a subsystem size lX = 64, cf. Fig. 3(c). In
(c,d), we present δS for lX = 8, 64 for a different protocol Aα2 ,
see Text; δS saturates to value increasing with lX , denoted by
the dashed brown lines: δ = 0.255 in (c) and δ = 0.3 in (d).
This behavior is distinct from the Aα1 case. In (b,c,d), darker
colors refer to larger system sizes in the range L = 128÷1024,
and the dashed red line is the DP reference δ = 0.1595.

we observe a development of the characteristic plateau at
δDP for p = pAPT

c which indicates that S(t) inherits the
universal behavior of DP class. This is further confirmed
by the collapse of tδDP S(t) versus |p− pAPT

c |tν‖ . Impor-
tantly, similar behavior is also observed for long-range
control operation, α = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 3(c). For
α = 3.5, S(t) follows an area-law, saturating to constant
independent of lX (the size of the subsystem X), whereas
for α = 0.5, we observe a volume-law, S ∝ lX .

To understand in what sense the system undergoes an
entanglement transition, we consider a timescale τ? at
which ndef(t) and S(t) decay to the absorbing state values
at finite system size L [129]. For p < pAPT

c , we observe
an exponential divergence of τ? with L, Fig. 4(a). At
the APT, τ? ∼ Lz with exponent z = 1.62(10) consistent
with the DP class. Finally, at p > pAPT

c , the timescale τ?
approaches a constant independent of L. This behavior
of τ? implies that at times proportional to system size
L, we observe a transition between phases with different
entanglement structures: for long-range interactions, α <
αc ≈ 1.3, there is a MIPT between volume-law phase
and a zero-law phase (with vanishing S(t) at t ∝ L) at
p = pAPT

c [130]. For short-range interactions α > 2, there
is a transition between an area-law phase and a zero-law

phase; for arbitrary α results, see [115]. At finite L, we
observe deviations from DP behavior when the subsystem
size lX increases, cf. Fig 4(b) and Fig 3(c). Nevertheless,
even for the larger lX , the δS(t) approaches δDP with
increasing L, so we expect that the universal behavior of
S(t) appears at all values of lX for L→∞.

The results reported so far were obtained for the con-
trol operation A(α) ≡ Aα1 , that consists of Nflag two-
body gates Ui,j . Analogous results hold for A(α) that
contains more two-body gates (see Ref. [115], where we
also consider a global operation). This behavior may,
however, change for other choices of A(α). As an exam-
ple, we consider A(α) = Aα2 in which the set Iα contains
N2

flag/L gates, distributed according to a power-law with
exponent α. While this choice is sufficient to stabilize
the volume-law scaling of S(t) at p < pAPT

c , Aα2 is not
sufficiently strongly entangling to couple the fluctuation
of ndef to the behavior of S(t) at the APT (note that
Nflag � L at late times at p = pAPT

c ). In consequence,
we observe that S(t) decays faster than ndef(t), accord-
ing to a power-law with exponent δ > δDP , that increases
with the subsystem size lX , see Fig. 4(c,d).
Discussion and conclusion. We analyzed the effect

of variable-range control operations in monitored quan-
tum circuits with an absorbing state. Similarly to the
purification transition [21, 25], MIPT and APT are re-
flected in the dynamical behavior of entanglement en-
tropy, and density of defects before the system finally
reaches the absorbing state. Although the arguments
in this manuscript are general, we introduced and em-
ployed a new methodological framework (based on sta-
bilizer circuits supplemented with a classical label) to
support our arguments. These flagged stabilizer circuits
allow for numerical simulations of much larger systems
than in [112, 113]. For short-range feedback operations,
the system presents separated MIPT and APT (analo-
gously to MIPT and ordering transitions in [131–134]),
whereas for long-range interaction the critical points co-
incide, see also [109]. In the former scenario, the APT
is manifested in a transition of the entanglement entropy
between two sub-extensive scaling laws. Conversely, in
the latter case, the critical behavior depends on the con-
trol operation properties. If the feedback operations are
sufficiently entangling, the order parameter fluctuations
at APT are fully coupled to the entanglement entropy
yielding the same universal dynamics. Otherwise, in-
equivalent universality classes are expected. Varying the
type of feedback-control operations, we observed both
cases. We expect that our arguments also hold for many-
body Floquet circuits and in higher dimensions [135–137].

A key conclusion of our work is that the post-selection
problem is generally not solved using absorbing-state
transitions, as it requires some fine-tuning of the con-
trol operations. In particular, even when the APT and
MIPT coincide, it is not a priori clear whether their
critical properties are the same or not. At the same
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time, we do not exclude that a systematic solution to
the post-selection problem may exist in special systems,
for instance, free fermions [110], or employing more com-
plex feedback-control operations (e.g., not based on an
absorbing state). In any case, it would be interesting
to explore the APT in long-range systems experimen-
tally, for instance, in trapped ion experiments [138–143].
Lastly, feedback-control using absorbing states can be
employed for state-preparation protocols, for instance,
for topological [144–149] or metrologically relevant ab-
sorbing states [150–155]. A more general exploration
of how feedback operations affect many-body monitored
systems is an interesting direction for further studies.
Note added: During the completion of this work, we

became aware of a closely related work on Clifford circuits
by L. Piroli, Y. Li, R. Vasseur, and A. Nahum appearing
in the same arXiv posting [156].
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Supplemental Material:
Controlling entanglement at absorbing state phase transitions in random circuits

In this Supplemental Material, we discuss

1. The mathematical definition of the Clifford implementation: the flagged Clifford circuits;

2. The probabilistic cellular automaton arising as the mean-dynamical evolution of the system;

3. Additional numerical data supporting the claims in the Main Text.

FLAGGED CLIFFORD CIRCUITS

This section defines the Clifford implementation of interest for this paper. We denote the general qubit lattice by
Λ, and its sites by i. As in the Main Text, we fix the absorbing state to be |Ψabs〉 = | ↑↑ · · · ↑〉. The elementary
building blocks of our circuit are: the unitary two-body gates Ui,j drawn uniformly from the Clifford group and the
local projective measurements of the operators Zi. We note the measurements stabilize the absorbing state. To make
also the unitary component stabilizing the gate, we would require Ui,j to leave invariant the state | ↑i↑j〉. In principle,
such a unitary should be of the form

Ui,j =


1 0 0 0
0 u11 u12 u13

0 u21 u22 u23

0 u31 u32 u33

 (S1)

where u is a unitary matrix. Nevertheless, a Clifford unitary with this structure would be trivial and not generate
genuine entanglement (i.e., cannot generate Bell pairs from product states of eigenstates of Zi operators and reduces
up to phases to a product one-body Clifford gate or a permutation of {| ↑i↓j〉, | ↓i↓j〉, | ↓i↑j〉}).

We consider a flagged Clifford circuit to avoid this problem, extending our state to |Ψ〉 7→ |Φ〉 = |Ψ〉 ⊗ |F〉. The
flag vector |F〉 = ⊗i∈Λ|fi〉 keeps the track of the post-measurement site polarization. The core idea is that a site
i is flagged (i.e. fi = 1) if the possible measurements in the layer M acting on the state of the system |Ψt〉 yield
result consistent with the absorbing state, i.e. 〈Ψabs|Zi |Ψabs〉 = 1 = 〈Ψt|Zi |Ψt〉. Conversely, the unflagged sites (i.e.,
fi = 0) are considered as defects (in the "ordered" absorbing state), for which 〈Ψt|M |Ψt〉 6= 1. Hence, the absorbing,
stationary state of the dynamics may be written as |Φabs〉 = |Ψabs〉 ⊗ | ↑↑ · · · ↑〉, which is stabilized by each of the
measurement operations.

As in the Main Text, we specialize now to a one-dimensional (1D) lattice of length L, denote by d the circuit depth,
and split the control unitaries in A(α) = Ad(α)Ud, with

Ad(α) =

{
11, for d odd,∏

(i,j)∈Iα(Fd) Ui,j , for d even.
, Ud =

{∏
i odd U

Fd
i,i+1, for d odd,∏

i even U
Fd
i,i+1, for d even.

(S2)

These operators include feedback information from the flags. Specifically, Iα(Fd) is a set of NFd pairs drawn from the
unflagged sites, i.e., the set of defects Fd ≡ {|fi〉 for i = 1, . . . , L|fi = 0}. The probability distribution of this choice is
fixed to P (r) ∝ rα, with r = min(|i− j|, L−|i− j|), with the proportionality factor being the normalization constant.

In the Main Text, we considered NF = Nflags and NF = N2
flags/L to demonstrate how various choices of A(α)

change the universal properties of the measurement-induced transition in the long-range limit. (In Sec. , we present
the analysis on additional choices of Ad(α)). The feedback unitaries UFdi,i+1 are defined as

UFdi,i+1|Φd〉 =

{
(Ui,j |Ψd〉)⊗

[
(σ−i )fi(σ−i+1)fi+1 |Fd〉

]
, if fifi+1 = 0,

|Φd〉 otherwise,
(S3)

with σ±i the raising/lowering operators at position i. Therefore, the role of the flags is to herald if the two considered
sites are both in the | ↑〉 polarization. If fi/j = 1, the sites are left untouched, otherwise are shuffled through a Clifford
random unitary Ui,i+1, and unflagged (fi/j is set to 0) to reflect the loss of knowledge of the state. Importantly, fi/j = 1
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is not equivalent to thesis that the state |Ψt〉 is a product | ↑↑〉 on sites i and j and of a certain state on the rest of
the lattice: it may be that prior action of the unitary gates yielded the state | ↑↑〉 on sites i and j and, fi/j were set to
0; such situations are however rare, and dynamics of Nflags/L and ndef ≡

∑L
i=1〈Ψt|(1− Zi)|Ψt〉/(2L) have the same

quantitative features. The construction described above allows us to meet the desired condition that both Ad(α) and
Ud stabilize the stationary state |Φabs〉.

Lastly, let us define the action of the measurement operations chosen in the Main Text on the doubled space. To
enhance the clear separation between measurement-induced and absorbing phase transition for short-range control
operations, we chose measurements to act stochastically on pairs of sites

M =

{∏
i odd(Mz

iM
z
i+1)ri , for d odd,∏

i even(Mz
iM

z
i+1)ri , for d even.

(S4)

where ri = 0, 1 are randomly picked with probability 1 − p, p respectively, and Mz
i are the collapsing (according to

the Born rule) measurements of the operators Zi. (Recall, periodic boundary conditions are considered, i + L = i).
That is, each measurement Mz

i gives ±1 with probability p± = 〈Ψd|1±Zi|Ψd〉/2, and the post-measurement state is

Mz
i |Φd〉 =


1√
p−

(
1−Zi

2 |Ψd〉
)
⊗
[
(σ−)fii |Fd〉

]
, if the result is − 1,

1√
p+

(
1+Zi

2 |Ψd〉
)
⊗
[
(σ+)1−fi

i |Fd〉
]
, if the result is + 1.

(S5)

The system is in a product state |Ψ〉 ⊗ |F〉 at all times. The flags (kept as a vector of L binary entries fi) do not
entangle with the qubits’ degrees of freedom and serve as a computational tool to reach large system sizes using
standard stabilizer circuit simulation techniques.

Our numerical implementation follows the above steps with two caveats. First, the state is initialized in the fully
polarized state | ↓↓ . . . ↓〉, and the initial flags are | ↓↓ . . . ↓〉. The above description restores the implementation in
Fig. 1 (Main Text), once the time is fixed to t = d/2 (i.e., t = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, . . . ). The Main Text considers the
expectation value of observables at integer times.

AVERAGE DYNAMICS

We are interested in the dynamics of the observable ndef =
∑
i〈Ψt|1−Zi|Ψt〉/2L under T layers of the measurement-

unitary evolution (here we use the notation in the Hilbert space of L qubits). We define ρt = |Ψt〉〈Ψt| and ρFt =
|Ft〉〈Ft|, and we are interested in the dynamics of ρt ⊗ ρFt , that fully capture ndef .

The key observation is that the average over unitary gates will simplify the problem to a probabilistic cellular
automaton (PCA). Indeed, the Haar average for every two-body unitary gate is given by∫

dUUi,j |ψi,j〉〈ψi,j | =
1

4
11i ⊗ 11j (S6)

that is fully mixing. Being a 2-design, Clifford gates reproduce Eq. (S6) [157]. Nevertheless, since Eq. (S6) is the only
property used to derive the PCA, the following results can be extended to more general Haar circuits (see [113]).

Introducing the indicesmi = 0,±1 and ρ(0)
i = 11i/2, ρ

(±1)
i = (1±Zi)/2, it follows the state after action of At(α)UtM

and averaging over the Clifford operation is in the form

Rt ≡ EU∈C2 [ρt ⊗ ρFt ] =

(
L⊗
i=1

ρ
(fi)
i

)
⊗

(
L⊗
i=1

ρ
(−1)fi+1

i

)
. (S7)

In the above equation, we used that the unitary gates fully mix measurement results −1 (being unflagged), hence
mi = fi for the system degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the dynamic becomes a stochastic process driven by the
measurement results. Indeed, if the measurements do not polarize and flag two sites to | ↑〉, then the unitary channel
will fully mix it.

From Eq. (S7), it is clear that the dynamics after the unitary averaging is fully encoded in the flags {fi}, therefore
mapping to the classical PCA Rt. (Indeed, the measurement results fix the probabilistic nature of Rt. Taking the
average over the measurement results would map Rt to a discrete master equation.)

The dynamics is given by H = (
∏
i evenHi,i+1) (

∏
i oddHi,i+1), with the action of Hi,i+1 specified by the following

rules
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Figure S1. Measurement-induced phase transition for various exponents α determining the range of feedback-control operations,
as signaled by the tripartite quantum mutual information I3. We consider α = 3.5 (a), α = 2.5 (b), and α = 1.75 (c), and
extract the critical point and critical exponent ν as well as the critical measurement rate pc through finite size scaling of data
for various p and L, as shown in the insets.

• With probability p and if fi + fi+1 = 0: fi → 1 and fi+1 → 1 with probability 1/4;

• With probability p and if fi + fi+1 = 1: fi → 1 and fi+1 → 1 with probability 1/2;

• With probability 1− p and if fi + fi+1 = 2: fi → 1 and fi+1 → 1;

• Otherwise: fi → 0 and fi+1 → 0.

We have numerically verified that this PCA reproduces the exact time evolution of the average defect density, ndef ,
obtained with the numerical simulations of the full quantum dynamics of the stabilizer circuit.

ADDITIONAL NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

This section complements the analysis summarized in the Main Text. We start by analyzing the system’s
measurement-induced phase transition (MIPT). Then, we present additional numerical results for long-range flagged
stabilizer circuits, including complementary choices of the feedback-control operation A(α).

Characterization of the measurement-induced phase transition

This subsection demonstrates our analysis of the measurement-induced phase transition. Since this phenomenon
has been extensively discussed, we report only the salient features and refer to the literature for additional details. We
partially used the information presented in this section to build Fig. 1 (Main Text), where the numerically obtained
critical measurement rates pMIPT

c are included.
We reveal the MIPT using various observables, including the tripartite mutual information and the single-qubit

purification time. Given a quadripartition X1 ∪X2 ∪X3 ∪X4, the tripartite mutual information is given by

I3(X1 : X2 : X3) = S(X1) + S(X2) + S(X3) + S(X1 ∪X2 ∪X3)− S(X1 ∪X2)− S(X1 ∪X3)− S(X2 ∪X3), (S8)

where S(X) = −tr(ρX log2 ρX) is the entanglement entropy defined in the Main Text. To extract the average
single qubit purification time τp, we entangle the system’s initial state with an ancilla qubit, following the prescription
introduced in Ref. [124]. Specifically, we consider a global random Clifford gate acting on the chain of L+1 sites (system
+ ancilla) and then let the system evolve through the feedback-monitored dynamics (the gates and measurements
are not acting on the ancilla qubit). Eventually, the ancilla qubit will purify. The average time this happens, τp, is a
probe that allows us to observe the MIPT.

An important remark is that, at times exponentially large in system size, τ? ∝ eβL, the system will always reach the
absorbing state with vanishing entanglement entropy. However, at a fixed time-step, the entanglement, the tripartite
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Figure S2. Measurement-induce phase transition for α = 2.5 (a) and α = 1.75 (b) as revealed by the typical purification time
τP of an ancilla qubit. The results for the critical parameters pc and ν are compatible with the results obtained in the analysis
I3, providing a robust cross-check of our findings. (c) The flow of the critical exponents ν and z at varying α. At large α, the
show the expected conformal behavior, proper of the short-ranged MIPT [137]. (d) Power-law behavior of the entanglement
entropy for αc ≤ α ≤ 2, and for pMIPT

c < p ≤ pAPT (data for an exemplary value α = 1.75). Here L = 1024 is the system size,
and subsystems of size lX are considered.

mutual information, and the single-qubit purity are non-zero. Moreover, there exists a separation of time scales:
when MIPT occurs at p < pAPT

c , the quantities characterizing entanglement in the system saturate at times at most
proportional to the system size L, much smaller than the time of the eventual decay to the absorbing state which
commences at τ? ∝ eβL. This allows us to locate the MIPT and determine its critical exponents by considering I3 at
times (circuit depths) proportional to the system size L. In the following, we have fixed t = 4L, but we have checked
the stability of our results for choices of different proportionality constants. The same separation of time scales applies
to the purification transition witnessed by the single qubit purification time τp. Indeed, at MIPT, one has τp ∝ Lz

with dynamical critical exponent z ≤ 1 [124], hence τp � τ? in the vicinity of MIPT, when pMIPT
c < pAPT

c .
In Fig. S1, we present the results for the quantum mutual information I3 for a quadripartition of equal (connected)

intervals lX1
= lX2

= lX3
= lX4

= L/4, at various α in the (a, b) the short-range regime (α = 3.5, 2.5) and the
(c) the volume-to-power-law transition (α = 1.75). The entanglement entropy above the MIPT in our setup with
feedback-control operations with exponent α behaves in the same manner as in generic circuits [124, 125]: for α ≥ 2
it follows an area-law, whereas for α < 2, it scales algebraically with subsystem size. In our setup, we find that the
scaling function −I3 = f((p− pc)L1/ν captures the scaling of the data close to the critical point. Remarkably, in this
model, we find no scaling dimension for I3 in contrast to the results in Ref. [125]. The optimal parameters pc and ν
are obtained by minimizing the cost function proposed in [158]. Similarly, we have obtained the critical exponents for
other values of α ∈ [1.5, 3.5], see Fig. S2(c).

Extrapolating the critical measurement rate pMIPT
c as a function of α towards α < 1.5, we find that pMIPT

c = pAPT
c

for α ≡ αc ≈ 1.3. This shows us that a MIPT between volume-law and sub-volume-law (with power-law scaling of
the entanglement entropy) phases occurs in our system for α ∈ [αc, 2]. The transition is separated from the APT.
In that case, APT is associated with an entanglement transition between the sub-volume law phase, which occurs
for pMIPT

c < p < pAPT
c , see Fig. S2(d) and the zero-law phase at p > pAPT

c . Finally, for α < αc, the system is in
the volume-law phase provided that p < pAPT

c . In that case, the only entanglement transition in the system is the
dynamical transition between the volume-law phase and the zero-law phase, described in the Main Text where we
took an exemplary value α = 0.5 (in the subsequent section, we present results for other choices as well).

To further confirm our results about the MIPT, we present two instances of the characteristic single-qubit purifica-
tion time τP in Fig. S2(a,b) for α = 2.5 (volume-to-area transition) and α = 1.75 (volume-to-power-law transition).
The dynamical critical exponent z, the critical point pc, and the correlation length exponent ν are again obtained
through the minimization of a cost function [158]. Importantly, the analysis of I3 and τP are independent and com-
patible, providing a robust crosscheck of the identified universality classes. A summary for the critical exponents ν
and z is given in Fig. S2(c), where we plot the critical exponents changing α. The dashed line presents the conformal
field theory expectation z = 1 and the value ν = 1.27 observed in the short-range case [137], which are restored for
α ≥ 3 [124, 125].
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Figure S3. Robustness of the observed behavior of the entanglement entropy, S(t) ∝ t−δS(t), at the critical point pAPT
c

for different choices of the control operation A(α) and various α. The results show the trend with increasing system sizes
L = 128÷1024 (darker color mean increasing L), times t and subsystem sizes lX flowing toward the expected direct percolation
universality class δS(t) → 0.1595(1), denoted by the red dashed line. (a,b,c) Global gate Aglob acting as a random Clifford
gate on the Ndef defects. The results for Aα1 , the operation considered in the Main Text are shown for α = 1.0 in (d,e,f), and
α = 1.75 in (g,h,i). Lastly, the case of L two-body power-law distributed gates (AαL) is considered in (j,k,l) for α = 0.5. It is
important to note that, for all the subplots, there is a volume-law, S ∝ Lt−δS(t), except for α = 1.75, where the transition is
between sub-volume law (S ∝ Lµt−δS(t)) to area-law.

Choice of control operation and robustness of the dynamical behavior at absorbing state phase transition

This section discusses the criticality as encoded in the dynamics of the entanglement entropy for the absorbing state
transition when it coincides with the measurement-induced transition (α ≤ αc ≈ 1.3) and when it does not (α > αc).

Specifically, we are considering A(α) to be either a global operation (A(α) = Aglob), or to be built out of power-
law distributed Ndef two-body gates (A(α) = Aα1 ), or to be an action of L two-body, power-law distributed gates
(A(α) = AαL). As in the Main Text, we consider S(t) ∝ t−δS(t) at large times and compute the exponent δS(t). A
saturating exponent represents a well-defined universality class. We recall that if δS(t) grows, increasing subsystem
size, the entanglement entropy decays speeds up.

First, let us consider the A(α) = Aglob, which is a global Nflag qubit gate acting on sites at which fi = 0. In
this case, as argued in the Main Text, MIPT and APT coincide, as do the critical exponents. In Fig. S3(a,b,c), we
show how increasing the system size (L) and subsystem size (lX ≡ |X|), the exponent δS develops a plateau that is
compatible with the direct percolation (DP) universality class of the absorbing state transition. For this model, the
entanglement entropy is directly proportional to the ndef · lX , manifesting a clear volume-to-area transition for any
timescale smaller than exponential in the system size. Notably, even in the simple case of the global operation Aglob,
we observe non-trivial finite size effects manifested by the approach of δS(t) towards the DP prediction for the largest
subsystem size considered, |X| = 64. Nevertheless, we observe that δS(t) converges towards the DP value for any
lX � L. This indicates that the universal DP behavior of S(t) occurs at any lX in the thermodynamic limit L→∞.
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In Fig. S3(d-i), we consider various data within the volume-to-area (d-f) and area-to-area (g-i) transitions for
A(α) = Aα1 . These figures complement the analysis provided in the Main Text, where the results for α = 0.5 and
α = 3.5 are shown in Fig. 3. Here, finite-size effects are considerably larger. Nevertheless, the exponent δS(t) flows
towards the DP universality class prediction when the system size L and time t increase.

Lastly, in Fig. S3(j-l), we consider a system with L two-body gates selected through the power-law distribution
P (r) ∼ rα, acting on the unflagged sites, (A(α) = AαL). Our numerics cannot draw a conclusive answer in this case,
as the trend of the critical exponent is not fully saturated with the system size. Nevertheless, the system seems to
develop an intermediate plateau region at δS(t) ≈ 0.1595 for smaller subsystem sizes before decaying to the absorbing
state. This agrees with our expectation that at sufficiently large times, the control operation AαL acts as a global gate
on all unflagged sites. This occurs when L (the number of gates in AαL) is bigger than N

2
flag, which is bound to happen

at sufficiently late times since Nflag/L
t→∞→ 0 at p = pAPT

c .
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